PACOM UNISON
SECURITY MANAGEMENT MADE EASY

Hospitals
The open, integrated security management
platform.
PACOM Unison is an open and integrated security management
platform that allows you to manage your access control,
intrusion, fire, intercom and video from one single user interface.
Unison is the solution of choice for organizations within verticals
such as healthcare, universities, commercial buildings, public
facilities, municipalities, airports and ports.
Why you should invest in an integrated security solution
Experience tells us that organizations typically with two or more
sub-systems will gain a lot more value by integrating these as
opposed to managing them separately. The value proposition
needs to take into account the training requirements and costs of
each subsystem, the degree of ‘openness’ of the solution in terms
of integration possibilities and how sustainable the solution is.
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Simple.

Smart.

Intuitive User Interface

Smart Tagging

Unison’s intuitive GUI provides
one friendly interface for all
of the operator’s activities
without the need to switch from
one application to another for
additional actions.Navigation is
simple and system operators can
quickly and efficiently respond to
events via Unison’s high-resolution
graphics, text acknowledgments
and real-time interactive icons
that indicate device location and
status.

Unison “workspaces” enable
administrators to define exactly
what user interface should appear
for a specific role or user - which
toolbars, menus, and palettes
appear, and where. Unison comes
with default workspaces which
canbe changed or new ones can be
created. Combined with the library
of built-in skins, Unison users can
define their own experience and
choose the exact look and feel that
they prefer.

Unison offers the ability to tag any
system object with a combination
of keywords. Like a built-in search
engine, adding keywords to
any device or user dramatically
simplifies system management
and allow operators to search,
filter and bulk-update large
volumes of information.
Professional Site Maps with
Ease
Using Unison’s unique CAD import
wizard, a beginner can import a
drawing and have fully interactive
professional dynamic site plans
within minutes. Unison’s CAD
import wizard intelligently links
the CAD drawing symbols with
system

devices during the import process
– saving significant amounts of
time that would otherwise be
spent importing devices one at
a time and placing them in the
appropriate location on a site plan.
Automatic Upload of
Configuration Data
When integrating with a fire,
intrusion or other subsystem, the
task of manually programming
hundreds, if not thousands,
of different objects is timeconsuming, repetitious and
tedious. Unison intelligently
uploads the configuration –
minimizing data entry and
programming errors and
significantly speeding up
commissioning.

Integrated.
Open Architecture

Subsystem Interoperability

Unison’s ability to interface to
different subsystems enables
organizations to preserve
their original investments and
consolidate them into an open
management platform.

All the subsystems within Unison
can be linked via intelligent
macros. Macros can contain a
multitude of expressions which
defines what, how and when a
specific event or command is
activated.

Unison’s advanced design ensures
that device drivers can be rapidly
developed in line with new
market opportunities and the core
engine can be easily enhanced as
technologies emerge. Offering full
support for virtualization, database
clustering and replication, Unison
is an advanced platform built for
applications where scalability and
high availability are of paramount
concern.

Powerful Reporting
Simple, yet powerful, Unison’s
reporting module allows users
to make well informed business
decisions. Users can select from a
comprehensive library of built-in
reports or choose to create their
own using Unison’s user friendly,
drag and drop design tools.
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